The Lahore Darbar
lahore darbar, punjabi maharaja and the sikh identity - lahore darbar, persian was very popular both
with the muslim and the hindus. among · the hindus, khatris had a special interest in learning persian in order
to secure employment in revenue administration. maharaja ranjit singh himself led rather a spartan life not
enamoured by the elite trappings of the darbar etiquette. role of select courtiers and officials at lahore
darbar ... - lahore darbar. for working on such a topic entitled, "role of select courtiers and officials at lahore
darbar 1799-1849" one is bound to study archival records and khalsa darbar records available in various
forms, such as foreign department, home role of select courtiers and officials at lahore darbar ... - role
and contribution in civil and military fields of hindu courtiers and officials at lahore darbar. thus the present
study is an attempt to fill up this gap in the history of punjab of maharaja ranjit singh's time till the period after
his demise till 1849, when punjab was annexed by the british government. social, economic, and
psychological problems of the people - social, economic, and psychological problems of the people visiting
shrines (a case study of data darbar, shah jamal and mian mir in lahore) rana eijaz ahmad assistant professor
department of political science university of the punjab, new campus lahore pakistan abstract shrines are the
places where usually people go for peace and tranquility. styles and colours of uniforms: reflective of
distinct ... - distinct army wings of lahore darbar dr. renu bala dav college, hoshiarpur maharaja ranjit singh
extraordinary person having begun his career as a chief of a small princip ality established a vast kingdom
within a short period. having remained busy in his whole-hearted efforts; he made his army a first-rate fighting
force. two rivers of lahore - thaap - lahore darbar. no doubt general fane must have visited some of the
imperial gardens in lahore. in the 1837 map, garden estates and villages prominently dot the landscape along
the river ravi and its shifting bed. mappings of the city by james wescoat, drawn using extensive field studies
and archival sources, show that though gardens were scattered anglo-sikh war - educatererindia - the
lahore darbar's vamps or representatives and news writers in the cis-sutlej region sent alarming reports of
these large-scale british military movements across the border. the sikhs were deeply wrought upon by these
war preparations, especially by broad foot s acts of hostility. issn no: 2456 -6470 | ijtsrd | volume 1 | issue
6 - control of lahore darbar of sikh kingdom ,while as kashmir was ruled by a subedar deputed by the lahore
darbar. jammu and ladakh were under a jammu dogra, gulab singh, who too was under the dominance of
lahore darbar. the three distinctive geographical, cultural and political entities namely vocational training
institute data darbar - punjab - vocational training institute data darbar, lahore government of the punjab
11.termination of contract: 11.1. the procuring agency may reject all bids or proposals at any time prior to the
acceptance of a bid or proposal. 11.2. the procuring agency shall upon request communicate to any bidder,
the grounds for its akali baba phoola singh ji - raj karega khalsa - akali baba phoola singh ji 7 8 akali
baba phoola singh ji friendly relationships between the two. this was part of the statesmanship of the
britishers. till then all political, religious and social decisions of the sikhs were taken at amritsar. so this talk
also took place at amritsar. mr. metcalfe was accompanied by a platoon of soldiers and a ... the nature and
history of sell-out politics in jammu and ... - he became most important chiefs of lahore darbar. in 1822
he was made the raja of jammu which the maharaja ranjit singh had conquered during 1808-09.9when anarchy
regained in the punjab after the maharaja passed away and murders and intrigues became order of the day,
dhian singh his son hera singh singh and ... sleep comes all the way: a study of homeless people in ... lahore and using different public places to sleep. the universe of this study was lahore city and within city
three areas chaoburji, data darbar and ichhra were selected for in-depth interviews with respondents.
purposive sampling technique was used to select respondents. in-depth sardar sham singh atari - raj
karega khalsa - the treasure of the lahore darbar. those dogras who had come from jammu to provide help to
raja hira singh ran. sardar sham singh atari 9 10 sardar sham singh atari away and many fell to the sword of
sikhs in their effort of saving raja hira singh. articles worth 20 lakhs had been recovered from the
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